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PART A 

Choose the correct Answer:        (10X1=10) 

1. The intersection of rows and columns are called____. 

a) Sheet    b) Cell   c) Workbook   d) Adress 

2. What is the maximum number of rows supported in an Excel 2007 worksheet? 

a) 65,357    b) 78,487  c) 1,028,176   d) 1,048,576 

3. What is the default extension of Microsoft Excel 2003 saved file? 

a) .xls    b) .xsl   c) .xlsx    d) .xlxs 

4. In excel, which chart is also known as XY chart? 

a) Pie chart   b) Bar chart   c) Area chart   d) Scatter chart 

5. Variables are: 

a) Something that can vary in terms of precision     b) The main focus of research in science. 

c) Something that we can measure.    d) all of the above. 

6. SPSS stands for which of the following? 

a) Statistical Package for the Social Sciences   b) Statistics Problems Solved Smart 

c) Simple Package for Science Statistics               d) Simple Program for Statistics and Science 

7. Tally Package is developed by____. 

a) Peutronics  b) Tally solutions  c) Coral software d) Vedika software 

8. Which many appears after starting Tally for the first time. 

a) Gateway of Tally  b) Company Info  c) Display  d) Plain Document 

9. Rs.20,000 withdrawn from state bank. In which voucher type this transaction will be recorded. 

a) Payment   b) Receipt   c) Contra  d) Post - Dated 

10. Which reports are prepared monthly in Tally? 

a) P & L Account   b) Balance sheet c) Trail Balance       d) Cash flow statement 

PART B 

Answer all Question:          (5X4=20) 

11. a) What is Microsoft Excel?  OR 

 b) Can you format MS Excel cells? If yes, then how? 

12. a) How do you find averages in MS Excel? OR 

 b) Give short notes on pivot tables with its uses. 



13. a) How to convert string variables into date variables? OR 

 b) What is data view and variable view? 

14. a) How to create a Company in Tally?OR 

b) Brief about creation of group in tally. 

15. a) Write Down the various steps used to view trial balance. OR 

 b) Discuss the steps to create Cost Centre’s. 

PART C 

Answer any THREE of the following:     (3X15=45) 

16. Discuss the basic excel formulas with examples. 

17. Creating and Formatting ChartsinMicrosoft Excel – Explain in detail. 

18. Describe the core benefit of SPSS and how it is benefited for survey data analysis. 

19. Discuss the various feature of Tally. 

20. Explain the various accounting vouchers in Tally. 
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